ASGCO® is a master distributor for Martin Idlers in the North East and Mid-Atlantic U.S.

In-stock now for immediate delivery.

ASGCO® has a vast selection of idlers, designed and built for the toughest jobs, that set the standard of excellence for bulk material handling. Our full line of conveyor idler (rollers) products, meet or exceed CEMA C, D, E specifications.

We represent the highest quality idlers to assist our customers in helping make their plant/mine/facility to become more efficient, safe and productive.

Martin Idler engineering teams have developed a roll that has one of the lowest rolling resistance in the industry. Martin’s roll design and patent pending automated manufacturing process, allows the Martin roll to have a rolling resistance of less than .020” for a standard CEMA C 5” roll compared to the industry standard of .025” TIR.

Reliability Starts with a Great Product

- CEMA C, D and E Idlers
- Sealed for life ball bearings
- Triple Labyrinth Seal
- Product line offering of 18”- 96” belt widths
- Extremely low rolling resistance = lowest operator cost
- Drop-In replacement rolls for all major competitors
- 9 gauge tubing for CEMA C & D and 7 gauge tubing for CEMA E

Martin Seal Guard Design

- External Shield deters impurities from entering the bearing housing
- Flinger Design removes contaminants away from the bearing housing by centrifugal force
- Martin Triple Labyrinth Seal design is grease filled and offers an additional level of protection from contaminants impacting the bearing CEMA C, D and E Idlers have sealed for life ball bearings